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The SLAC accelerator has now been controlled 
' through a system of two linked computers for a year. 

In the first four months of 1974 nine additional Cm's 
have been linked into the system. Figure 1 shows the 
present configuration. It is time to review the prob- 
lems encountered in computer-control of the accelera- 
tor and to discuss their solutions--installed, pending, 
and proposed. 

There,are now several new programs that (1) display the 
status of all 245 klystrons on one panel, (2) display 
status of a system (e.g. personnel protection or 
vacuum) ana soon, (3) display a list of accelerator 
faults in order of priority. This last list display8 
current status, rather than changes, and is thus in- 
dependent of occasional missed 'tasks, (4) multiple 
scrolls so that messages of different types can be 
directed to different displays. 

BACXGROUND 
When SLAC was built, an SDS-925 computer was in- 

stalled in the suit&yard's data assembly building, 
now the Main Control Center (MCC). Its functions were 
to monitor interlocks and to control a few of the 
switchyard magnets. There was no computer associated 
with the accelerator itself. Four years later a PDP-9 
was installed in the Central Control Room (CCR) to log 
klystron performance and to help automatically select 
spare klystrons to replace failures. By making maxi- 
mum use of existing relay multiplexers the PDP-9 was 
connected to nearly 'all accelerator control, analog 
and status signals within six months. As a result, 
however, it was limited to executing one control or 
analog readout at a time. 

mcm movEMENTs 

-_ -~. 
It was then proposed functionally to move CCR to : 

MCC by linking the computers and Using "touch-panel" 
displays (Refs. 1,2), without physically moving hara- 
ware. The pattern generator for defining multiple- 
beams was the last interface to be completed, early in! 
1973. Operations from MCC started shortly thereafter. I - .- ---_ _,_ .-.__ 

These saftware changes have made the system more 
reliable and have improved its operation, but software 
alone could do nothing about the one-at-a-time control 
and very little about the slow analog acquisition. The 
original proposal for improving controls required 30 
special-purpose processors in the gallery, with cir- 
cuits to store a command and then drive local relays 
while the PDP-9 transmitted control signals to other 
sectors. These processors at first were very compli- 
cated; but even when all of the timing and much of the 
special logic was deleted, they cost as much as 
putting a computer into every fourth sector, and in- 
creased the amount of work to be done by the PDP-F 
Since an analog multiplex system and a method to re- 
structure the addressing of some of the control chan- 
nels were also desired, the special-purpose processors 
never got off the drawing board. We bought nine 
PDP-8's instead. 

INITIAL PERFORMANCE 
From the outset, nearly all of the accelerator 

control and monitoring signals could be made available 
at the touch panel display units. Operators designed 
their own panels using a convenient software "panel 
compiler". However, the system could only operate one 
control at a time, just as was the case at a single 
control position in CCR. It presented analog signals 
only when the operator explicitly asked for them by 
name. Its only alarm annunciator was a "scro11'1 of 
the last fifteen messages resulting from detected 
changes. Since a major fault is normally followed by 
a number of consequent faults, the most important mes- 
sage often was rolled off the "scroll" before the op- 
erator realized anything haa happened. 

The first of the PI&a's arrived a year ago. An 
executive program similar to the one in the PDP-9 and 
925 had been written and tested in a simulator in the 
I??&I 360. A terminal-e&&or program was written for 
the PDP-8; it asked the 3601s text-editor for a binary 
"listing" of the executive program, loaded it into core, 
ana we were in business. By August, the eight gallery 
processors had been linked to the one in CCR, in Octo- 
ber the link into the PDP-9 was established, and we 
were waiting primarily for fabrication and installation 
of interface hardware in the gallery. (Fig. 2) Pm- 
grams to control the new hardware and a program in the 
PDP-9 to store the PDP-8 programs on its disk were com- 
pleted this winter. During this conference we have in- 
stalled remote restart switches, as a pacifier to the 
operators who know that any system can go down occa- 
sionally. 

In our operating system (Ref. 3), each status 
change and button-push creates one or more tasks. The 
PDP-9 can handle up to roughly 50 31 more tasks at a 
time; the 925 can support twice as many. Nevertheless, 
there are many occasions when multiple changes create 
far too many tasks for the system to manage which, at 
first, caused many system crashes. The solution was to 
cause various kinds of tasks to be deleted before the 
system was swamped. To give an extreme example,*not so 
rare as we would like, a fault can occasionally dump 
the entire RF system. This causes some 800 status 
changes to appear at the PDP-9 within two or three 
seconds. When toe many status changes occur, the PDP-9 
stops reporting individual changes and instead, with a 
single task, sends a total update of accelerator status 
to the 925. Similarly, most messages across the link 
can be aborted if there are too many tasks already in 
the system. 

By the end of this conference, when the accelera- 
tor is being started up, we expect eight of the nine 
computers to be fully operational, and to have 28 chan- 
nels of control to the accelerator instead of the one 
we had before. The ninth computer is being used to 
test the analog multiplexing hardware as it comes out 
of the shop. We expect to have a form of analog multi- 
plex system operating in September. / 

DEVELOPMEWl'S FOR THE FUTURE 

Since the computer system essentially replaces a 
pre-existing manual control system, there has been con- 
siderable pressure to "give us back what we had before." 
The annunciator problem was the first to be attacked, 

I suggested above that we were restructuring our 
control addresses. The original control addressing 
scheme.required the operator first to select a sector 
and then push a button for the desired control signal. 
When we installed pulsed beam guidance, we subdivided 
individual control addresses for adjusting up to six 
preset levels of a device. For manual operations, 
pushing one button at a time, it made no difference to 
an operator what the addressing hierarchy might be in 
the hardware. 

But we now have three independent operating posi- 
tions in the Main Control Room, and are talking about 
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adding automatic controls that might be initiated by 
the computer. The operator now selects which beam he 
wishes to tune on his touch panel (subdevice address). 
Then he selects what function he wishes to control 
(control address, e.g. beam loading or vertical steer- 
ing). Finally he selects the particular location (sec- 
tor) where he will make his adjustment. Thus our ad- 
dressing logic has been turned completely upside-down. 
In particular, for instance, the controls for beam cur- 
rent and spectrum sharpening of all beams share three 
control addresses at the injector, which are accessed 
only by one of the new PDP-8 Channels,. Thus operators 
could still find themselves interfering with each 
other. 

We plan to install special interfaces to allow 
parallel control of selected multilevel devices. The 
first was scheduled for installation in July, but it 
now appears that parallel control for "phase closure" 
(spectrum sharpening) and for fine energy control may 
become operational before the end of May. 

When the analog multiplexing system comes into 
operation, a new problem will arise: the amount of 
link traffic is expected to be at best doubled, per- 
haps trebled from what it is now. Two potential solu- 
tions are being studied -- a more-efficient message- 
switching system for the PDP-8 in CCR (which will not 
do much to reduce link traffic from the PDP-9 to the 
925) or a new data link, for analog signals only, di- 
rect from the PDP-8's to an auxiliary processor at the 
925. 

Eventually, we will probably have to replace the 
925, reliable though it be now. We are proposing to 
install new minicomputers to buffer several of the I/C 
devices now connected to the 925, and later to connect 
them to a new major processor which can first share and 
later, if necessary, ,take over the tasks of the veter- 

- the original computer installed for control of the 
.EY at SLAC. 
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